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nancy grosjean

ENDYMION'S LAMENT

You
the Moon
and I Endymion sleep
huddled between your crescent arms
mattressed on a mountain wave
murmering in restive sleep
my nightmare of
never rising
dawn.
It's
bleak
so far up here.
Grey gravel scree
slides rattling down the steep saddle,
my hammock hung between twin peaks
rocking on the thin
wind of your
caress.
I~m --

the only
fife in this
ransalpine world
of solitude, suspended
by your love between the standstill
of eternity
and rush of
time.
I

may never
see the phases
you present the world.
I only feel your tides
lift me lower me lift me lower me
sometimes firmer,
sometimes soft,
ever steady,
always
dead.

George Roberts

DREAM 11/17
Brian Crockett
The wail of sirens call
outside my window as i
dream of white
buffalo tied to stake
charging at everything
but reined in by thick
rope around bulging
muscular neck
and timid men(?)
approaching with knives
stuck bloody
life oozing
as i kneel
beside his heaving
mass crying
with the wet
and look into his eyes
looking at me.

Review

Lines written for a woman with an unwanted child
Robert Purcell
1

Sidestreets and grocer stalls
in the cobble bound Edinburgh grassmarket.
Somehow she imagines
that onions, at their peeled core
shine like nun's ,foreheads
and swell in bins.
We select several for her evening's stew.
There is a student drawing on the curb.
I stand behind him. He turns.
Once. Twice. He is nervous.
He sketches a glass blower,
stooped in his shop across the way,
blowing beads of scalding lead crystal
into radish shaped bulbs.
Evening barks cold,
street lights flick on.
The student cracks his knuckles
and packs his colours.
The old women in the greengrocer's move slowly
like lazy yawns, waddle and pack
their wicker arm baskets.
My mind snaps back to the student's sketch
of newly blown glass.
2

On a stroll through Grey Friar's Cemetery
she felt discarded
like first drafts of drawings
and needed simply a friend.
As we sat on a plank bench
and whispered to pigeons
she blurted out how she was with child.
Churchgoing women creaked past
and remembering their own grandchildren
smiled and nodded cuddly phrases.
She faced me and said
" wrinkled women were always staring
as if she were an artist
with a pad and charcoal in her lap."
We thought then that the Kirkyard's elms
bowed and strained in the breeze,
as if they were in labor.
3

I visit for a late breakfast in the flat,
the eggs sizzle,
the tomatoes are cut into quarters.
We try to talk
but she dumps pre-cut patterns
for a new shift on the table.
She spits from the side of her mouth
just how fed up she is with that one ratty gown.

wview

Somehow she measures or bastes incorrectly,
hurls the patterns on the floor
presses the pins between her lips
tighter until she feels the skin turn white,
and snaps her tent dress down over her belly.
Trying to talk is like being battered by the River Tay,
the loch trooping in waves about my chest
the salmon tangling in the haafnets
and counting the seconds for the morning shift.
Working in the Tay at dawn
odd Highland tales pour from the wizened gaffer.
There's malt whiskey of course. Glenmorangie.
12 Years Old. Distilled in Tain Ross.
But between us here in the kitchen
there's none such relief to gulp.
Looking for a sign I mention
that I ran into that student.
And asked for his glassblower sketches.
But they had been torn up and discarded.
4

After Easter Service
the choir strains recede.
We walk in the pews
spellbound among the last aching notes.
What thoughts can we share?
Quaint images of lilies?
Or doves latched to steep plate windows?
Yes,
but a distance rumbles
like the span between night and day in Dalriada,
still a chill
from trunching across bogs in Kintyre
the thistle barbs biting your socks.
Only her memories remain intact.
I see them peeking about the flat;
dried fresias in a vase, waterford crystal
and scattered bead strands.
5

She is somewhere
probably in a hunchbacked Highland village
knitting snatches of tweed.
This poem or snatches of imagery
is like a wooly pullover,
handwoven with holes,
speckles of color
and strands of gorse ditch brown.
Take it.
Brush your chin against it.
This covering,
a handwoven pullover with holes,
an apology
for not having been more
when you were shivering
and threadbare.

Grasping

Falling baggage and a rambling train,
crunched journeyers a bit in knots tied and tried, they roll on
along,
dreaming
Of their truly
unique
times passed,
and so, falling
into
molds, they form
what's to lie ahead.
Startling ride of conjured rails
unique passengers all move relative to
happiness once held.
(the train jumps on
Trying to get hold, to hold on,
along,) dreaming
grasping, groping,
slipping, grasping
for and out
At a piece of each other,
each alone and wracked with a
power.
Jolted and unstable, falling/ shuffling/
grabbing/ jolting cars, rambling
and crunched.
Rapid images flow and pass, leaping train makes
Out-lookers have to squint to SeeThe country-side's blinklike blurredness reveals
Frames - appearing and passing
all too quick
to hold.
muddy waters pass and flowFlowing and revealing heaped residue of wracked
Gardens of garbage, laid to rest - and waste. waiting, dreaming
jump/ movin' on/ shivering/ JOLT!!
too often passengers are precariously placed never readybut always letting go for a firmer gri p .

Bill Engel

m. madore

-·

This is just a poem.
I mean it isn't anything important
or anything.
It won't get you into law school.
You can't eat it for dinner,
or give it to your sister Rita
for her birthday
when you know god damn well
she was expecting a record
or a dress or a necklace.
You can't stuff it into a coin slot
and call your friend
who just moved to Colorado.
Hell, it won't even disguise itself
(you know-masquerade as other
pieces of paper).
Just try giving it to a cop
when he asks you for your license,
or putting it on a letter
for a stamp.
I mean Christ,
it can't sing
or dance
or jump rope.
It'll just sleep here on the page
and hang out
with all its other buddies
till you read it.
And that'll be it.
So don't get your hopes up .
This won't change anything.
It's just a poem.

Mitch Karlan
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Women in three photographs

now I'm glad you've kept that photo
shamed me by its presumptiousness
lord over us from your buffet.
taken after the holocaust
a professional studio,
Belgium, to show that we 've been saved.
are wearing heavy high heel shoes;
nylons washed and mended to last
your legs gleam; your hair is banded
your forehead for that forties look.
dolled up, I stand on a chair
be your height so that we hold hands
crossed, like two skaters taking off.
that comes later. A curtain hangs
..,t&uliLu us, ending the war drama,
......;n,.. the tragedy is over.
look like two survivors, smiling
at some thunderous applause.
picture snapped, I climb down my chair,
take your nylons off and wrap them
we walk back into that cold year.
to have me back, you must now learn
teach me I'm my mother's daughter.
I still cross myself
I'm afraid, and you lose patience
I hide from you under the stairs;
you find me I call you a witch
you must break the imagined spell
Eventually I learn
speak another language, yours,
you pick up a few words of mine;
we create our verbal context,
ted world within world,
place for a widow and child.
years later, we cross the ocean
fingerprinted , sworn,
Dil'•uranhP.Ii_ questioned, rephotographed,
here's a picture that wasn't snapped:

you, sewing in airless factories,
stacks of flimsy blouses at your feet,
trying to finish them before they,
or you fall apart; nickel a piece .
You, being charged five bucks for a bag
of apples, then riding the streetcar
for hours, forgetting the way back.
Me, sitting in front of a mirror,
practicing the new words learned at school,
trying to rub out my foreignness .
At first, you tried to keep the old grip
of "us" against the rest of the world,
but unconvinced, I broke the circle
of our bond, placed us outside of it.
As things eased, we lost the common ground
of struggle, went in two directions
to end up as we are, worlds apart.
You live West, with sets of changing friends,
routines, your bearable discontent.
Almost as though we traded places,
I keep driving myself further East.
Too old to be only your daughter
but still tied to you, I see myself
somewhat as you in your former life,
rejecting ease for that widowed half,
still uncommitted and stubbornly
putting off the closing compromise.
We're separated by failing dreams
but an old sense of blood still holds us
together like this photo. In it
you see the bright ghost of your beauty
and the child you thought would fill your life,
caught in their breakable promises.
I see two creatures half out of hell,
hoping life will make it up to them.
It has, but we can't convince ourselves
so once again we have our picture
taken, smiling, squinting in the sun,
the palm tree behind us moving blurs.

Dori Katz
Review

"Responsibility is to use the power to respond" *
Catherine Eckert

how easy it was to crack
my shell
the brittle barrier intact
until you dropped me
careless
of all it protectslife, oozing toward you
with no bounds
and there you stand
afraid of the stain
on your selfconscious hands
unwilling to check the flow
*(from Muriel Rukeyser, Breaking Open)

rappings

I am walking where foreign looking men
fish. When I trip over one of their lines, they
curse at me. It is Saturday and I am walking
at the edge of the Long Island Sound, where it
l 181~n~~s New Rochelle at Glenn Island, the
side, I don't have enough money with me
pay for the beach.
Tall policemen guard the holes in the wire
that separates me from the sand. Women
wire windowed booths take money from
in terry robes and dark glasses. Maybe
really is no beach, I think, instead a
peep show where the people trade their
robes for trenchcoats and sit on metal
p Jouuo 15 chairs that face a huge motion picture
that flashes the word 'ocean' over and
in black and white.

Review

Meri Adler

One of the tall policemen glares at me. He
knows I've discovered the truth. I laugh.
"Move on," he says.
"Yes, sir," I say.
"Don't sass me, .girl," he says.
" I didn 't mean to," I say.
A woman woman's doctor once told me that
my uterus was tilted. And I've been told that
outsides reflect insides. I wonder whether my
nose is crooked like my uterus. My pink and
white hand mirror tells me that my nose is
straight, but my mirror lies, it is a Jew mirror
and it needs to believe that I am normal. The
tall policeman knows the truth.
I walk on. In the grass, on my right, lies a
rotting hotdog. The hibachis and grills blow
smoke at me. The sun is hot. The air smells of
burning flesh and the water, covered by a
layer of floating grease, smells like sweat.
"Mommie, Mommie, Come On Mommieee,
I'm hungry," a dark-haired boy with a Spanish accent says.
" You wait," his mother says " You will get
yours. "
I know patience. The Lost Tribes gave me
my blood, I am a wanderer.
My father said that he went to that place and
remembered. He said that over the phone, one
afternoon last month.
"Yeah? " I said, as I tried to decide between
Misty Plum and Baked Apple nail polish.
" I was riding on a train from Holland to
Germany," he said.
" Next time you go to Holland," I said,
"Would you buy me a pair of Dutch clogs?"
" Sure," he said, " So when the train reached
the German border, I started shaking."

"Huh?" I said, spilling some Misty Plum on
the telephone.
"I was afraid," he said, "I felt sick. I was in
Germany."
"Oh," I said, cleaning the phone with lemon
scented nail polish remover.
"I learned to speak German in high school,
with an American accent. I'd never been there
before. But I had this feeling of smelling like a
Jew and I vomited into a toilet that didn't
flush and washed my hands with soap that
smelled like me. I expected my train to be met
by the Gestapo, who would ask me if I'd like to
take a shower, and gas me. And as I walked
back to my seat, heads turned and noses
twitched. They hadn't forgotten my scent and
they wouldn't let me forget it, either," he said.
" I've been very busy," I said, "A lot of parties, some work. And last Friday, I had my
first real hangover. I'm never going to drink
like that, again. No way."
"Got home last night," he said, "I missed
you and your brother. I called his room earlier, he was playing football."
"Yeah, he really likes school," I said.
"Yah, I hope I didn't frighten you," my father said.
"Not at all," I said, "I'm glad you called."
After he hung up, I sat quietly, painting my
nails with Misty Plum, until each nail was at
least four coats thick and dry and I could
stand steady enough to go outside and get
some air.

I walk circles around the Glenn Island castle. The windows are boarded shut and the
doors, too. I sit at an empty picnic table, and
dig my toes into the ground. I remember being four and sitting on my cousin Martin's
lap. Martin had no hair and very white hands.
I wouldn't let him 't ouch me and his lap was
cold. He had been drinking the whiskey that
came out of my great-grandfather's still and
was drunk. My great-grandfather ~sked Martin how he had come to lose all his hair at such
an early age. Martin started talking in funny
sounding language that I did not know. And I
clapped my hands and yelled, "Story, Story!"
I cut my toe on the edge of a rusty beer can.
My blood runs out of my toe, mixes with the
dirt and turns to mud.

Burlingham Road, the sign says. "Burlingham Road That's it. That's it!" I say.
"What's it?" My brother says.
"That's where I want to go."
"Good place as any," he says.
It is late afternoon and the sun is still shining. Breathe the air deeply, I say to myself,
this is country air. The Kid and I have packed

a picnic lunch and are looking for the right
place to eat it. We pass a small empty house,
with lots of land around it and woods in the
back.
" Stop," I say.
" Okay," he says. He parks the car at the
mouth of the driveway. Weeds and wild daisies cover the front lawn and when we walk
through the house, only a refrigerator is left
in the kitchen, and a bathtub in the bathroom.
It is very quiet and I can almost picture playing hopscotch on the back porch with Hallie.
I am scared. "Where are you? Kid? Where
are you ?" I call for my brother.
" Out back," he says.
I scrunch my face into the screen of a rear
window. The Kid is holding a large size rusty
can. "What did you find?" I say.
"Just an. old can," he s.a ys.
"Oh," I say, "Are you hungry?"
" No," The Kid says, " I want to walk in the
woods for a while first."
''I'll stay here," I say.
"You'll be alright?" He says.
"Yes, I'll be fine ," I say, " Hurry back.
I sit on the floor of a bedroom. I stare at the
walls, looking for notes Someone might have
written for Someone Else to find. I think
about the Salamander Death, salamanders
rotting in a rusty Welchade can, drinking
their piss, nibbling each others' legs, becoming doubly poisoned and then dying head
flexed over chest, floating on the surface of
the can, just a peek of neck skin showing.
It was The Kid that caught the salamanders, he wanted them for pets. When they died,
I remember digging a hole, putting them back
into the earth, organic death. I see the walls in
this house are close to the shade of yellow
that the walls in my house were.
This house smells a combination smell.
Like rotting salamanders, or the fire we built
to burn out the ants, that ran out of control and
left us stomping on dead grass, the rubber
melting out of our sneakers. The Old Lady
died the last summer we lived in the house
and this house smells like her, too.
My grandfather, the button pusher, would
sit at The Old Lady's bedside. He would push
the button marked play and out of his button
machine would come music. "Nice music,"
The Old Lady would say, "Play me some more
nice music."
She was a tall woman, never pretty, with
wide calves and heavy ankles. My grandfather would cry as he played his music for
her. "Billy, Billy, you weep like a woman,"
she would say.
Although she had three daughters, he was
her only son. The oldest daughter married a
Hollywood producer, who knew all the silent

screen stars but was forced into monogrammed wastebaskets when talkies became
big. The second daughter married a Chicago
gangster, and did quite well, financially. The
youngest daughter married a German Protestant and tried to live up to his name, but they
both thought it best to spend the Second
World War in America. My grandfather took
over his father's plumbing store.
"Nice music," The Old Lady would say,
"Play me some more nice music."
"You're not too tired, Momma," My grandfather would say.
"No," says The Old Lady, "More music."
I am fourteen , I stand in the doorway of my
great-grandmother's room watching her
watch my grandfather push PLAY and
watching her listen to the music. She s}ngs
with the music sometimes, in a little girl
voice, high-pitched and whiny. I am afraid of
her. I know that she is going to die soon.
Later, when it is dark, I sneak into her room.
She is awake, her eyes are open. " I want to tell
you a story," The Old Lady says.
''I'm not too old for stories?" I say.
"No," she says. " Not at all. Are you ready?
Hold my hand. "
She puts her hand in mine, her skin is very
dry, very soft, lumpy almost. I am scared of
her skin; it is too old.
"How's The Old Lady?" I ask.
"The Old Lady is fine, fine, " she says.
"When will you get out of bed?" I say.
"You speak too fast, I don't understand, "
she says.
"The Kid wants to know when you will be
able to go outside. He's worried about you," I
say.
"He's a good boy," she says, "And you're a
good girl. I am lucky."
"Are you tired? I say.
The Old Lady shakes her head. " No," she
said, "I will have quiet enough when I am six
feet under."
"The story," I say, " Tell me your story. "
The Old Lady smiles, and starts speaking in
her guttural language, cousin Martin's words
that I cannot understand. She closes her eyes
~d goes to sleep. I sit with her for a long time
and listen for breathing when the room seems
too quiet.
"Did you like the story?" she says when she
wakes up, " It is an old story, the best story I
know."
"I liked it," I say, " It was a good story. "
When The Old Lady died, I did not cry. At the
funeral, I wore a dress a size too large, and my
hair was dirty. I do not remember the service
and I did not watch the burial. In the end, I
suppose, it was the worms that really killed
her. And for a long time I had dreams of
worms working their way through her hands,
into her belly and out of her nose.

Trinity Review

I am sitting on the kitchen table, there are
no chairs, waiting for The Kid. It seems to me
that he has been gone for a very long time.
"Kid?" I say. There is no answer. The house
has begun to make me shake.
When The Old Lady tried to teach me her
nonsense words, I laughed. I don't want to
know that language, I said, I want to know
French, like Hallie. Hallie is different from
you, The Old Lady says. French is pretty, I
say. It is not yours, The Old Lady says.
French is pretty, I say. It is not yours, The 0 ld
Lady says. Why not? I say. It is not in your
blood, she says, Listen. She repeats the words
of her language. I laugh. Do not laugh, she
says. But I cannot stop. She slaps my face. It
is your language too, she says, Do not laugh
at the words. The are yours. I am giving them
to you.
The Kid learned how to count in the Old
Lady's language. He would count for Hallie
and me. We would laugh. The Old Lady would
yell at us. At night, I would whisper ghost
stories to him and frighten him away from
walking in the woods.
I want The Kid to be with me now, I need to
know that everything will be alright. But The
Kid is in the woods with Cropsie, the bodychopper, and I am sitting on the kitchen table
rocking myself to the rhythm of the home of
the free.
Come late August, Hallie and I would wear
flannel shirts and corduroy pants, trap red
salamanders and walk along stone walls
built years before by people who are long
since dead, and their land reclaimed by thick
trees. We would bring the salamanders to my
backyard and build homes for them out of ant
hills. The Old Lady didn't approve. It is wrong
to trap what is alive, she said.
Hallie's brother stole our salamander, the
first week of the next to last September, and
used his knife to chop off its legs and its tail. I
watched and did not cry. The Old Lady sat
beside my bed that night, feel it dying, she
said, Imagine you are the salamander and he
kills you slowly, ugly. It is important that
you feel. My mother told The Old Lady not to
scare me and gave me a glass of warm milk. I
slept with a light, wrapped my blanket
around every part of me and curled in my
toes, just in case he decided to chop them off.
There are still nights when I need to sleep
with the light. I hear Hallie's brother at my
window, or tiptoeing through my room. I
cover my feet with my blanket. He will not get
at me tonight.
It was the smell of The Salamander Death
that scared me. The Old Beau's hair was
blonde; he was not what I am. He didn't know
about The Salamander Death. I could have
forgotten, I suppose. I need to believe that it is
possible to forget. The stories he would tell

me were of hunting and wearing red so that he
would not be shot.
I was led to believe that the blood color
would bring the hunter luck; the red seeking
out its own kind. I would not hunt with The
Old Beau, being afraid that the red would
know me.
It was his eyes staring at me, that scared me
most. They looked beyond my smile, that I
always wear, whether it rains or not, into the
part of me that eats tears. At night, we would
walk through the woods, and sit on the stone
wall. He would not let me giggle or tell funny
stories, we would drink vodka; he would
make me talk. He would ask why I always
smiled and never seemed to feel. I told him it
was because I didn't cry when Hallie's
brother killed my red salamander. He
thought that was very funny and laughed.
Tell me the truth, he said. I don't know, I said,
it's just the way I am.
Old Beau said, that's no answer. I'm a hard
woman, I said. He laughed and said that he
didn't know what the hell I was talking about.
And after that he let me keep my smile, while
we did other things, and then he let me be. The
Salamander Smell is too hard for me to
breathe and I pinch my nose closed with my
fingers .
The sun is not so bright and the house is
getting darker, and I wonder if Cropsie, the
body-chopper, got at The Kid. The Old Lady
was glad when The Old Beau left. You can't
forget what you are, she said. I don't like what
I am, I said. You don't have to like, you just
have to know, she said. No, I said and threw
my favorite red corduroy cushion against a
wall. My name is Deirdre, it was not one of
The Old Lady's names.
I sit on the front porch of Hallie's house,
holding the bottle of Vernor's Ginger Beer
that Hallie has brought me from Michigan.
" You don't like it," Hallie says.
" I like it," I say.
"You don't like it," Hallie says.
" I like it," I say.
" No," Hallie says, "I can tell. You don't like
it. "
"I like it. I LIKE IT," I say. Hallie sits down
next to me. I tell her that I am sorry. She nods.
" Hey, the two of you, get inside," Lynn calls
from the living room.
" Christ," I say.
"Come on in," Hallie says, "We can't leave
Lynn alone with Joe."
"You go in," I say, ''I'll come in a while."
"I remember about you and parties," Hallie
says.
"What do you remember," I say.
"That you used to love them, " she says.
"No," I say, "Not ever."

"Lie," Hallie says.
" Okay," I say, " I'll be good." I leave my
bottle of Vernor's on the porch and find a
bottle of beer in the kitchen. I sit on the inside
corner of the couch, next to the window and
across from Joe.
"Who arre you tonight?" Lynn asks Joe.
" Joe A. " Joe says. When Joe gets drunk he
becomes Joe A. and scratches his name into
bar walls or telephone booths. I ask Joe if he's
been to any new bars lately. Joe says that he's
been getting it on fine in the old ones, hahaha,
if you know what he means. I tell him that
sure I know what he means. What does he
think I am, stupid? He tells me to be quiet. I
tell h im that I don't have to be quiet.
"Who are y ou," Joe says, " Deirdre or Deirdre A.?"
" Deirdre," I say.
" I think you're Deirdre A. tonight," Joe
says.
" Shush," I say.
Hallie finds me and sits on the corner of the
coffee table in front of me. "Are you mad at
me," she says, "Are you mad because I didn't
write all that often?"
"No," I say, "I'm not mad."
"You act it," she says.
" I'm sorry," I say, " I'm remembering too
much, when we were young and trapped salamanders."
" We did what?" Hallie says.
"Never mind," I say.
"Trapped salamanders," Joe A . says, and
thinks what I have said is very funny and
starts to laugh loudly.
" What did you say?" Hallie says.
" I was thinking about when we trapped
salamanders," I said.
" Why don't you get yourself a knife and
carve your initials into the coffee table?" I
say.
" Deirdre," Hallie says, "Why don't you
have another beer?"
"Hallie," I say, " Not just yet."
"We did some strange things," she says.
" I guess."
"Your great-grandmother used to get so
upset. She didn't like me, did she? "
"Well, no," I say.
" God, she was scary," Hallie says.
"Yeah," I say.
" Looked like Dee, huh?" Joe A. says.
" Now that you mention it," Hallie says,
"There's beginning to be a real resemblance."
"Thanks," I say.
" Around the eyes," Joe A . says.
" No," Hallie says, "They talk the same
way."
"And Dee has a wicked witch nose," Lynn
says.
" I think you should stop it," I say.

"Come on, we're getting another beer," Hallie says. She pulls me off the couch and walks
me into the kitchen. She takes two beers from
the refrigerator, puts them in the middle of
the table and sits . I sit in the chair opposite
hers, my elbows bent, my hands playing with
a broken peanut shell.
"Where's the old laughing Deirdre? " Hallie
says.
"I don't know ," I say, " Maybe she died. "
"Come on, Dee, I remember about you and
parties. I remember that you loved them. "
"This isn't exactly a party, Hallie," I say.
"I know," she says. She pops the top off of
her beer and lets it fall to the floor .
I tell her that we've grown apart. She says
that I am being silly. I tell her that I'm not
being silly. She asks what is the matter with
me. I tell her I am trying to cope with what I
am. We're not alike anymore, I say. You fool ,
she says, We were never alike. What I like
about you i~ · that you've always complimented my sanity with your craziness. I ask
her what she will do when she grows up and
has to cut her long blonde hair and stop playing mountain princess. Hallie asks me why I
am saying all this.
"Are you happy?" Hallie says.
"No," I say.
"Drink the beer," she says, " Drink the
beer."
"Are you happy?" I say.
''I'm comfortable," she says.
"And that's enough?"
"For me, it's enough," Hallie says.
"I want it to be enough for me, too ," I say.
"Spider," Hallie says.
"What?" Joe A. yells from the living room.
"There's a spider," Hallie says, " Come kill
it."
"Salamander," Joe A. says.
"No," Hallie says, " There' s a huge spider
next to the refrigerator."
"Salamander," Joe A. says and laughs.
I spit my beer onto the kitchen floor, slowly.
The Kid finds me in the bathroom, vomiting
into the pink tile bathtub. He wipes my face
with his handkerchief, and says that maybe
we should eat our picnic lunch tomorrow. I
tell him that I am Deirdre A. and I am scared
from being alone. The Kid is no longer afraid
of the forest, but I am afraid to open the door
and walk outside.
I run into the kitchen and sit on the table.
"KID! " I scream. I push my fingernails between the cra cks of the kitchen table's formica top. The black from the cracks gets behind my nails, I try to pick it out with my
teeth. My brother hugs me. I ask if we can go
home now and he says, yes. The ride home is
quiet, arr iving w ith the night.
My mother asks us where we have been. I
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tell her that I don't know. She asks if we are
hungry, or if we want a glass of milk. I cry.
The Kid goes to the kitchen to eat. Mother sits
me down on the living room couch and asks
me what is wrong.
" I'm not like Hallie," I say .
" So," she says.
''I've always wanted long blonde hair."
" You have nice hair," she says.
" Do I look like The Old Lady? " I say .
" Maybe a little, around the eyes," she says.
" Why'd you name me Deirdre?" I say.
" Your father and I liked the name," she
says.
" I never learned The Old Lady's language,"
I say.
" You're not making any sense. I think
you're overtired, go to sleep," my mother
says.
I go to my room and dream of Hallie's
brother and The Salamander Death.
It is Saturday and I push my bleeding toe
i nto the Sound, where foreign-looking men
spit. I am never going to be able to forget The
Salamander Death. The Old Lady would be
proud.
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the shape of arches suggested by the falling leaf, the meditating
sparrow, even the sequence of actions taken by our hunter in climbing
the tree. the im-portant thing being the way this energy of image
was able to impart these energies of the wrist , . . . ... .. .. . . . ... . ..... . .
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the way he brushed the sand from the diagram impressed the hunter.
the way he tore the branch from the small bush impressed the hunter.
the way he grasped the gun impressed the hunter.
the shape of the comma was the basis for the development of the arch.
the arch conjoins the wrist with the hunter.
the hunter is seen in relation to another hunter.
the despair of the diagram in this way was made less grammatical and
more the energy of the word.
energies of the word:
diagram placed between the torn branch and the forest.
in this space, the hunter finds another hunter in the manner of
falling leaves. by holding the stem of the leaf and placing it in
front of the morning sun, our hunters are able to find the basis for
the arch.
from this space, sequences of arches burst through the moist soil.
in the frame of commas, these arches are confused with mountains,
testicles, lower buildings, the edges of the male, the wrist grasped
around another branch, shorter stories, the punctuation of critics,
the freedom to draw as one likes, the constrictions in the vocal
passage, consonants encoded in vowels, a narrow filter exhibiting a
horizontal structure, the successive periods of a vowel sound, the
graphs of animals, the low and high passes of the sine curve, the
turning of corners in a variety of different ways, the wooden tube
inserted into the portion of trachea left attached to the larynx,
the ears of paintings, the autonmy of patterns, the desperate space
of implication, the constant excitation of the visual cortex, the
interrupted surface of the lake, seeds which contain the whole fight,
the passion for huts and tents, abstractions of funerary objects,
the cells comprising the penis, and the attitudes of sons at the
edge of the forest.
the attitude of the hunter determined the placement of the arches
and frames of commas.
the energy of the comma was, basically, the relation of the torn branch
to the wrist.
text of wrist:

,,,,,, ,,,,,,,,,,a,r ,c,h,,,,,, ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,

m. madore

Review

al moore

Amtrak Madonna
Vermonter and Child
Throne across two seats
To reign
In southbound slumber.
When
Daybreak crumbles
Their lap-heavy sleep,
She winds him up
To run down
The aisle.
In Trenton
Someone mutters
Chrisewhatabrat.

Delia Marshall

rl'he Failure of Walker Staples

The workshop was almost over. Walker
shifted in his seat by the door and lifted his
head again towards the window hoping to feel
just once the coldness of the winter air snapping against the sensitive inner rim of his
nostrils. The window was closed. He dropped
his head dejectedly and tried to pull his collar
away from his neck but when he began to
sway back and forth he grasped the armrests
of his chair to steady himself.
Someone moaned. Walker wondered if it
had been him and closed his lips together
which had become very dry and chapped during the hour. Looking up from his sneakers
he noticed the others in the class gathering
their books and coats, beginning to walk towards him. Walker pushed to his feet and
slipped into the vestibule, jumping the stairs
two at a time while craddling his folder of
poems.
Someone called his name. He opened the ,
door and skipped across the short cement
walk clutching his stomach and when he
reached the grassy edge of the quadrangle he
began to run. The cold made his eyes tear and
he imagined hundreds of barefoot children
holding hands in a great dancing circle. The
boys wore dark colored shorts and yellow
polo shirts. The girls wore loose fitting country polka dresses that bobbed in the back as
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they danced around and around. After thirty
yards Walker bent suddenly at the waist as
though to duck under the linked hands of the
children. He tumbled to his knees and vomited three times before curling up on his side,
resting with his ear stuffed with grass.
A girl appeared in the doorway that Walker
had just left. She called his name again.
Walker did not move. It was already December and as the moisture scented his nose he
remembered his first sticky night in September when he had slept on top of his sleeping
bag perspiring easily. He had watched his
clothes hang from the low limbs of the pines
like fallen flags and had wondered then why
he had returned to school after quitting the
year before. The girl called again. She walked
towards him alternately tightening and relaxing on each step. Walker turned his head.
He felt no pain, opened his lips, and let his
tongue fall out to lick the shivers of frost from
the grass.
"Walker."
He heard her this time. Rolling onto his
back, he watched the girl approaching and
got to his feet. The children had broken their
circle and swung into two beautiful long lines
facing each other with their short smooth
arms extended until palm met palm. Walker
ran bent over and vomited again but continued running until he was sure he was under
the happy arms of the long gauntlet but as he
passed each beautiful couple their perfect
faces discolored behind him until the lines
were startlingly brilliant jouncy gold and
silver Rockettes driving their knees upward,
turning their hips, and kicking a pole of wind
after him.
In sneakers, the grass was slick and although his squat position gave him greater
balance, his feet swung to the sides making it
difficult to run in a straight line. The girl
followed Walker leaning forward slightly
with her arms comfortably near her sides.
Neither the slickness of the grass nor her
books interrupted her movement.
Walker imagined the Rockettes exploding
from the center like a great broken bottle, its
bits of golden glass scattering in all directions. He glanced over his shoulder and when

he turned back he spun to avoid a group of
students picking their way across the quad.
He fell and a few seconds later he could hear
the girl collecting his poems that had flown
out of his folder. His eyes were shut. "Please
leave me alone," he said.
" You're sick."
" It will go away in a few minutes."
" I saw you vomiting yesterday. You ought
to be in bed. The wet ground will only make
you sicker."
Walker opened his eyes. He saw her jaw
first and although he had seen it many times
in class pointed in his direction, it seemed
different now, smooth and tough like the rind
on a melon.
A chill slid up Walker's back. He couldn't
control his shivering and leaned over onto
his stomach clutching his belt with his fists.
" Please put my poems down," he said.
"Are you going to stay like that?"
Walker shook his head. "Please."
" Where's your room? " she asked.
Walker continued to shake his head. The
girl continued to talk to him but he was no
longer listening. Soon after she left.
As he was leaving the library that night he
noticed the girl who had followed him after
class. She was thumbing through the student
directory at the information desk. He ducked
behind a book carrel with his musette bag and
slid along the partition of card catalogues,
oblivious to the small corners of students
mingling in the lobby a few feet away. The
girl gazed at a page of the directory for a long
time. When Walker reached the door he felt
relieved.
The walkway leading to the Student Union
was lit by lanterns that hung in the brownstone doorways like bright orange masks. In
and out of the darkness Walker imagined the
forms of marauding nomads in silent gangs
with pasty jello-colored faces. The gangs
shifted out of archways in threes and fours
and fives; they appeared behind the elms,
crossed each other passing beyond a hill or
slipping into a hollow of moonlight to ill uminate for one brief moment the chalky greens
and yellows of their faces and the browns and
greens of their camouflage fatigues. The nomads would walk the night looking for lonely
women.
Walker whistled. He had escaped the library for the night and after passing three
lanterns he turned back to affirm his victory
and saw the girl poke out of the library exit.
The Union was empty except for a few people slouching over the candy machine counting change. Walker's locker was in the main
foyer facing the glass panel doors. He opened
it, lifted his alarm clock, and tugged at his
sleeping bag that he forced between its narrow walls every morning. He placed his

books in the locker and shut it. He looked
around for a coke machine but changed his
mind. Instead he loosened the pull string of
his bag, and pulled out a tube of toothpaste
and a toothbrush, and disappeared around the
corner into the Men's room. When he returned
the girl was sitting on his sleeping bag turning the clock over in her hands.
" Walke:r, what are you doing in there? I've
got to go to the bathroom," she said.
Walker flattened the single edged razor
blade against the balls of his feet and then
lifted the smooth edge for a slight angle.
"Wait a minute," Walker said as he carved
into his foot a little too deeply. Blood appeared like a small spark. He wiped it off with
a tissue.
" Walker! "
" I'm fixing my feet," he said. He scraped the
razor against the lip of the trash basket. The
slice of wart fell into a wad of used tissues.
" But can't you let me in? You didn't have to
lock the door you know."
" I'll be done in a minute."
Plantar warts spotted the soles of Walker's
feet like popcorn. They had spread at a casu a
pace during the past two years. They had
never bothered anyone before, especiall
Walker. He agreed that they were ugly, but
when he had moved in with Jackie she had
insisted that he do something about them;
they scratched her legs. Walker had been reluctant to touch them, not wanting to remove
a part of himself that he had grown used to.
Jackie had said that it was his only blemish.
But now in late February with snow on the
ground, he experienced an uncommon pleasure, sitting alone on the toilet, huddled
against the radiator as it hummed warm
songs. Every week he would cut away
another layer. The doctor had said it would be
two or three months because they were deeply rooted, but this no longer bothered Walkeli
and he began to whistle, almost sarcastically.
He pulled apart his two largest toes on his left
foot and slipped the blade through the toughened skin. A little blood squirted out. He
wiped it, as well as the rest of his opened foot
and then smudged in the sauve, covered it
with bits of Saran, and wrapped that in moleskin.
Walker leaned over to the doorknob and
unhitched the latch. When Jackie entered, she
rested her jaw on top of Walker's head. She
wore blue jeans and a tight yellow shirt with
red beads and tiny mirrors sown on to it
" How are they coming? she asked. Walker
shook his head from side to side.
" Alright I guess," he said. He pushed
against the pressure of her jaw, but relaxed
when he saw that she wouldn 't yield without a
struggle. ''I'm done with the bathroom," he
said. " It's all yours. "

"You've been spending alot of time in the
bathroom lately." She straightened. Walker
walked out without a response. He knew she
would leave the bathroom door open and he
wasn't interested in watching her urinate. In
the bedroom, he cleared the books from a
chair he had stolen and sat down on the stiff
upper back, shifting his bandaged feet on the
cushion. Walker had a class in half an hour.
He had made love already that morning. He
was a little tired, and hoped to drink some
coffee before the five minute walk from Jackie's apartment to campus. Jackie flushed the
toilet. He could hear the water gushing into
the sink and in seconds that was suddenly cut
off.
Jackie reappeared in the bedroom doorway.
She had taken off her studded shirt and jeans
and wore only a pair of orange panties which
seemed to glitter as she walked towards him.
"Walker," she said. She smiled like a pleased
little boy as Walker sat watching the short red
curls of hair that she had grown up and down
her legs and under her arms. He had no intention of getting down, except to put on a shirt;
he didn't want to make love. " By the way,
Walker, you know I put the rent money in the
mail this morning." She continued to smile
and leaned forward, letting the nipples of her
breasts slide back and forth across his thigh.
Jackie slipped the back of her hand up
against Walker's tensed stomach and reached
under his belt, gathering his pants and underwear into her hand. She tugged lightly, then
let go, dancing over to the bed where she flung
herself face down. Walker climbed down mechanically and slowly followed Jackie's path,
loosening his belt on the way. He sat on the
edge of the unm~,de bed. As he pulled down his
zipper, Jackie wr~pped her legs around his
waist in a scissors grip. She squeezed gently
as he raised to slide off his pants. Walker sat
for a moment naked.
All day his failure bothered him. A girl had
read a poem in the workshop and had asked
him what he had thought of it. Walker hadn 't
really been listening. He couldn't really afford not to listen. He hadn't been doing very
well in the workshop. No one liked his writing. He didn't like anyone else's writing. He
had been thinking of his failure at the time
and had said, "erection." The class was silent.
Then there were a few hmms. The instructor
hmmmed as though he had just seen something he hadn't seen before. He asked the girl
to read the poem again, slower this time.
Everyone said hmm after the second reading.
Walker was disgusted. He had forced himself
to listen. It was a poem about the changing
seasons in a forest. Why did people write
about that he wondered. The instructor called
on him again. Walker said, " I feel the same
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way about it." Everyone agreed. The girl was
embarassed.
Along the walkways Walker bumped into
people he had known as a freshman. They
asked him how he was doing. He said that he
was doing alright and moved along the walk
towards the Student Union to get a bagel.
Jackie was making him sick with her questioning. Why did he do this? Why not that?
Did he have any friends? Did he really know
anyone? What was he doing in school? These
were favorites of hers and Walker tried to
think of some answers. He was tired of saying
'I don't know' to everything she asked.
In the foyer he stopped at his locker to see if
he could remember his combination. He had
no problem opening it and inside his sleeping
bag and alarm clock were tucked neatly.
He thought about his failure as he ate the
bagel and removed his poetry folder from his
musette bag. He took out the long poem he
had begun during the Christmas holidays but
had been unable to finish since returning to
school when he moved in with Jackie. The
instructor had been pressuring him for some
work but all Walker had was this unfinished
poem which the instructor didn't want to see
until it was completed. He laid the poem in
front of him and stared at it for a moment. He
was interrupted by a former roommate he had
passed along the walk who now stood looking
over Walker's shoulder at the poem.
" What's happening Walker? Clark Kent
huh? "
" Yeah I guess." Walker tried to put the
poem away.
" Do you mind if I read it? "
" It's not finished . I'd rather you didn't read
it. It's not very good. "
"Doesn't make any difference," he said and
reached for the yellow sheet.

Cl ark Kent
I

I dream I can do something in my grey uniform
but I am not the hero
I am the advertisement
and at night I rip myself from the newspaper
and wear my red and blue tights to bed
I dream I am a woman on another planet
There are not football players
stabbing their high school sweethearts
The children I would love live in a shoe

II
No one told me what happened to my mother and father
The imagination was not kind
I cried alone in the rocket
There were dials I could not touch
I could not see when I was sleeping
And now what I see in the sky are birds and planes
Someone else will say it politely
There are no orphans in Metropolis
I sang hymns in church
I did not learn the vocabulary
But my grammer was excellent
III
Readers
I cannot editorialize
So do not force me to reveal myself
There is more room in the phone booth
I have a confident smile but I cannot copulate
I can raise my eyebrows and tilt my eyeglasses
but I have no testicals or large intestine
I cannot take a shit
Do you think that it is funny
I am white and middle class
And believe in as many postures as there is time to live them
I will live a long time and make you comfortable
I am only the disguise I knew
A long time ago only reality dies
Everything else is Literature

v

I work for the Daily Planet
Are you impressed?
I am always there when my shadow disappears
People want to admire me
They don't .know I am
the remains of another world
I cannot change the facts
I did not want to be the hero
I was still unlucky
when you think about it
Walker finished the bagel and tore a styrofoam coffee cup to shreds as the poem was
being read.
"Thanks Walker. I'll catch you around."
"Wait a minute, you can't just read it and
walk away. What did you think of it?"
"I don't know anything about poetry."
"Then what did you want to read it for?"
"I don't know."
"Didn't you think something about it while
you were reading it?"
"Sure."
"Well?"
"Sure I thought it was funny."
"You thought it was funny?"
"Yeah I thought it was funny . I used to
watch Superman when I was a kid."
"I did too," Walker said.
Walker put his forehead down into the bits
of shredded styrofoam and did not see the
peculiar look his former roommate gave him
as he left.

He sat in that position until he heard three
dull bells from the clock tower fade into the
distant air. Walker remembered that he was
supposed to meet Jackie at 2:45 in the fieldhouse and was late.
As he skidded across the quad the new snow
lifted into Walker's face and calmed him. The
snow was light and cool and easy and felt
very good melting against his temples. The
perfectly white field was empty. Walker
turned to look at his tracks and laughed. If he
had more time he would have written his
name with his feet. He remembered again
how it had been moving among the pines for
two months, easing down a sleeping bag, and
then when the cold had made him brittle he
had moved inside to sleep in class rooms and
dormitory lounges. When he was twenty
yards from the slope that led to the fieldhouse, Walker burst into a sprint with a huge
smile on his face and jumped down the slope
laughing wildly as he slid on his back feeling
the moisture soak through to his bones.

When he entered, Jackie was already circling the red clay track. There were six other
people running and Walker slipped in behind
a tall man with a lean academic mustache. He
passed him quickly. Of the things he did with
Jackie, he understood this best. He was learning to pace, control his laps until he could run
indefinitely and stop when he chose, but now
he broke hard to catch Jackie halfway around
the oval. He caught her quickly and could
sense that it infuriated her. "Where did you
get all the energy?" she said.
Walker wanted to say something funny but
couldn't think of anything so he pretended
that he hadn't heard the question but Jackie
was looking at him as though she knew he
was pretending. This made him uncomfortable. Finally he said, "You inspire me" and
bolted out in front of her to end the conversation.
Walker balanced on a roll of tarpaulin that
stood against the fieldhouse wall. All noises
within the building sounded hollow, the feet
thudding on the clay, the coughs, the conversations that rose with the red dust from the
corners. Standing beside him, Jackie was half
a foot shorter. "You think you're pretty fast
don't you?" she said. Walker stepped out of
his sneakers. His feet had become a pin cushion for all the small sores he had opened up
that morning. Walker didn't answer. "Why
don't you talk to me Walker? You never say
anything. You stare like you've lost you're
best friend. You never talk to my friends
when they come over. Like this morning. Why
didn't you just tell me you didn't want to make
love?"
Walker watched her for a moment. He felt
himself tightening. He looked over at the
track. A new couple had begun stretching out
in clean white shorts and tee shirts. Walker
wanted to trip them. He imagined himself
picking them up, one in each hand and knocking their heads together like he had seen on
TV and heaving them across the room where
they would fall crumpled up like two paper
cups.
"Say something Walker or do something,
but just don't stand there like that. It's driving
me crazy."
He sat down on the tarp and peeled off his
socks. He stuffed each limp sock inside a
sneaker and stood up again. " I think you're
trying to teach me how to fight," he said.
"No, Walker. I want you to be happy." She
looked down at Walker's feet. She could see
dark stains beneath his bandages. " Listen, in
a couple of weeks I'm going to have some
friends come over to read poetry and eat good
food. You can read some of yours if you want
to. What do you think?"
"Let me ask you one thing," Walker said.
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"Why do you even bother with me? I can't
figure it out."
"I worry about you Walker."
. "You don't have to worry because there's
nothing wrong with me."
"You're so full of shit Walker. That's such a
macho thing to say. It's not normal to be unhappy all the time and to mope around the
apartment. Why does everything have to be
such a struggle for you? You think everybody
hates you and your poetry and you hate yourself. Maybe your poetry just isn't good. Did
you ever think of that?"
"I don't think so."
"What don't you think?"
" I don't think that's true. I don't hate anybody. I don't care about those people because
they don't mean anything."
"What about me Walker?"
"I don't know what you want from me."
"I want you to change. I'm tired of hearing
you moaning."
" You think I moan alot?"
"Look at me Walker."
Walker wouldn't look at Jackie. He didn't
want to think of anything.
"I don't know if I can change."
"Why not?"
" I don't know, I've got friends. I had lunch
today with an old friend. I even gave him a
poem to read. He liked it alot. He said it was
real good. So you don't have to worry about
me."
"I don't believe you Walker. "
"Why not?"
" Walker? "
He said nothing and began to pace back and
forth along the canvas roll in his barefeet.
"I've forgotten about this morning. It
doesn't mean anything," Jackie said.
Walker laughed and shook his head. " I don't
believe you."
"Let's go home," she said.
Walker didn't move. The couple in the white
gym suits jogged slowly around the track and
were close to a point opposite Walker and
Jackie. Walker watched them. The man was
staring at Jackie peculiarly as though he
thought she was looking up Walker's shorts
at his jock. It made him sick to think about it.
"Let's go," Jackie said again, this time a
little louder.
Walker felt like everyone was looking at
him.
" Come on! " Jackie screamed.
Walker jumped from the tarpulin, shoved
his sneakers into Jackie's chest, and ran to
the men's locker room fifteen yards away.
"Walker! " Jackie hurled the sneakers at
him and when they landed, they barely made
a sound.
Walker didn't return to the apartment that
night ~nd when he returned the next morning

Jackie was reading in bed. Beside her on the
night table was a green and orange Ft. Lauderdale souvenir ashtray filled with cigarette
butts. She had laid his sneakers under his
chair.
" Why didn't you come back last night
Walker?"
" I don't really feel like talking about it
okay?"
" No it's not okay. I feel like talking about it.
Where were you?"
" I was out wandering around."
" For the whole night?"
" What difference does it make?"
Everything makes a difference. For the
whole night?"
"No."
" Where were you?"
" I told you I was out. "
"You told me that already; I want you to tell
me something I don't know for a change. "
She looked at him with disgust, daring him
to do something. He didn't feel like yelling but
thought it would be a good idea.
"How am I supposed to know what the hell
you know and what you don't know?" he said
covering his face as his voice trailed off.
" Shit, I don't know."
She laughed. " You can't do it can you? You
can't even get pissed off at me, you can't even
fake it can you?"
" You're really sick," Walker said.
" Oh am I?"
" Yeah you are."
Jackie gestured with her arms. " Come and
sit next to me."
" No, I don't want to."
" Have I hurt you?"
"No."
" Come here." She pulled the covers away
and s-at shaking her head. "Come on, come
here."
For five minutes Walker sat glaring at an
untied sneaker lace. He got up slowly and
threw his clothes on the bed as he undressed.
Jackie inched up against the wall. She
gazed at the ceiling as Walker pushed his arm
beneath her and slapped the fat of his palm
against her lower back, pulling her towards
him. The movement jammed his nose into her
armpit. It was wet but he didn't care. She
shoved him lightly, but Walker continued to
hold her and when she began to kneed his
back with her knuckles, he slipped his free
hand over her hip and reached into her panties, shaking them down her buttocks. He
pulled them to her knee before withdrawing
his hand to poke it between her legs. He
squeezed the inside of her thighs until he
could feel her muscles tightening. Then he
freed his head from her armpit and began to
suck her nipples. Jackie pushed his head
away. " I don't like you doing that." " I don't

care," he said and spread her legs apart. She
rubbed his back in larger circles and then
began to roll as Walker knew she would, try ing to ride on top , but Walker pinned her w ith
his forearm on her neck. He dumped onto her
belly, full bodied and slid his thumb between
her legs. When she closed her eyes Walker
closed his mouth over hers and bit her thin
lower lip until it split. Walker watched her
eyes begin to water. Jackie whimpered. Blood
bubbled along the seperated skin. Walker
pulled back.
When he realized what he had done he
bounded off of the bed, looking desperately
for his clothes.
" Walker? " she said trying to wipe her eyes.
" What are you doing? "
" I'm leaving; I've got to go. I can't stay
here ."
" You can't leave now Walker, please don't
leave. " She lean ed forward . Both lips were
bloody. There was blood on her chin. " Please
come here Walker."
Walker didn't want to look at her. He
dressed quickly. " You don't understand," he
said. " I can't."
For two days Walker couldn't bring himself
to face Jackie. February died in those two
days. On the first day of March it rained and
the snow disappeared. Walker spoke to no
one. He remembered her eyes had looked hard
and dark when he left. He remembered the
smudge of blood on her chin. He could imagine a deep purple blister swelling on her lip
like a strip of beef liver. Walker didn't really
want to believe what had happened. He had
somehow expected to see her at the Post Office or Student Union during the day and was
afraid of what he might say to her. She
wouldn't believe him anyway he thought. But
she never appeared. On the third day Walker
walked to her apartment and found it locked.
There was a note attached to the door with his
name on it: Walker Staples:
WalkerIf you should come by this note I just
want you to know that I'm very sorry this
had to happen. I have gone home for a few
days and have taken the key to the apartment. I'm sure you won't have any trouble
finding a place to stay at night.
Jackie
This delay only made things more difficult
for him. He became angry that she wasn't
around to apologize to. It didn't seem quite
fair to Walker, although realizing an apology
wasn't really what was needed. He wanted to
do something.
After he had opened the note he began calling her apartment, sometimes as often as six
times a day. He would let the phone ring for
minutes, thinking that she m i ght be in the
bathroom or taking out the garbage. When

she finally answered several days later, he
hung up immediately and ran over to her
apartment.
The door was open when he arrived. Mist
from the bathroom drifted into the kitchen
like smoke. He knocked on the door and let
himself in.
"Who is it?"
"It's Walker."
"I'm in the bedroom," she said. Walker
found her resting against a cushion on her
bed in a terry cloth robe. Her lip appeared no
different than it had a month ago. Walker
wanted to kiss her, suck her lips, but entered
silently and accepted his chair.
"Walker, did you just call?"
"Yes."
"Well why didn't you say anything?"
"I don't know. I guess I just wanted to see
you."
"You could have said hello."
"Listen, Jackie, how do you feel? "
''I'm fine Walker. How do I look? "
"You know what I mean," he said.
Jackie laughed. Walker felt as though she
was laughing at him, at his inability to say
what he wanted to say. He groped for the
words that stumbled before he could utter
them. Walker hated her at that moment when
she smiled.
"Do you want me to leave, Jackie?"
"Do you want to leave?"
"No," he said.
"Is that all you're going to say?"
"I don't know Jackie. What do you want me
to say?"
Jackie didn't say anything.
Walker stayed.
Jackie no longer left him notes to clean the
bathroom or make a salad for dinner as she
had before. She asked Walker fewer questions
and spoke less. The bed went unmade. Walker
didn't know how to react. He asked her what
was the matter, but she only laughed and said
that nothing was the matter. These answers
annoyed him. He blamed part of it on his
general failure and most of it on what he considered to be her failure to forgive him. In bed
she would turn her back or pull away silently.
When they did make love Jackie would lay on
her back withoug moving, forcing Walker to
do all of the work.
For the first week Walker accepted her behavior as his necessary punishment. He had
expected her to yell at him, but the effect of
her silence was unsettling and as it passed
into the second week, it seemed cruel. He tried
to humor her, but was unsuccessful. She
laughed only at his seriousness. She began
leaving early in the morning, with him
lumped against the pillows, and she would
stay out late, appearing only after he had
gone to bed. And although she slept naked, he
ity Review

felt powerless to move her, frustrated wi-th---..____
his meager offerings of peace, smoothing her
shoulders and licking her back.
Walker ate alone and as he did, he could feel
his toleration leaving him. Soon he was glad
that he saw little of her. He had grown to hate
her, but found that he was unable to separate
himself from the apartment and left it only
during the day to attend classes.
One night Walker was awakened by laughter in the kitchen. He could distinguish a
man's voice with Jackie but in a few moments
he heard the door slap shut and the man's
voice disappear. Jackie began singing and
when she entered the bedroom she hurled a
book of poetry onto the bed that struck Walker's leg. She knew that he would be up and her
singing broke off wildly like a jazz improvisor.
"Walker," she said. " I hope you don't mind
if I have a few guests over for dinner tomorrow. We're going to read some poetry. You're
invited of course, but I'll take care of the preparations. "
Walker knew it would be a good idea to
avoid this gathering, but just as he was unable to leave the apartment, he knew he would
be unable to avoid these people.
There were six women in the party and they
arrived after seven in the evening. Several of
the women were in his workshop and several
had been in it the first semester like Jackie
but discontinued the class for a second term.
She had borrowed a long rectangular table
from a neighbor and had set it up in the
kitchen, covering it with a lace cloth and seven pieces of white china. Some of the women
brought food , fruit for the centerpiece bowl,
whole wheat bread, apricot tarts, cuttings for
the salad. An opened gallon of red wine rested
beside the fruit bowl, and in the living room
where six chairs had been arranged in a semicircle facing a large easy chair, cheese
wedges sat on small tables beside baskets of
crackers.
Walker sat in the bedroom. He could hear
Jackie directing her friends from the kitchen
into the living room. "We'll eat afterwards,"
she said. "The casserole won't be done for a
few minutes." Walker took off his shirt and
walked to the window. A line had been strung
between apartments and brightly colored
clothing hung from it, stirring the wind. He
found a clean shirt in the closet and put it on,
tucking it into his pants deliberately; but for
some reason he changed his pants also and
when fully dressed, he wandered into the living room.
The seats were filled. Jackie sat in the easy
chair wearing a white peasant blouse. The
other women collected about her in a tight
curled fence that screened him from Jackie.
Walker said, "hello" and the six women

turned towards him. They seemed surprised
and made their smiles of greeting like fine
copper wire. Evidently Jackie hadn't told
them that he would be here. Perhaps she
thought that he would leave. The thought irritated him; he wasn't interested in their poetry
reading, but went back into the bedroom to get
his chair, placing it beside the cheese and
crackers. Not wanting to listen, as each read a
poem in succession around their small half
circle, he picked up the wooden board of
cheese and ate the entire wedge. Then he ate
the crackers. His chewing was very loud and
more than once Jackie looked up in his direction.
Between poems he heard their comments
painfully, "that was really beautiful" or
"could you read that line again." Admittedly
his writing was no better than theirs but he
became disgusted with their self congratulations as though that made everything they
said or did beautiful. It was this vision
Walker challenged. But he began to wonder.
He stood up fascinated as they hugged each
other between poems or kissed each other's
cheeks or brushed each other's hair. They
spoke softly and nodded gently to each other
around their circle. Walker could not bear it
and creeped into the kitchen where he found
the wine.
He took a beer stein from the closet and
filled it with the red wine, pouring it down his
throat. He poured another, spilling it into his
mouth and onto his chin. Some of it fell to his
shirt. He tore off a hunk of bread, soaking the
juices into the spongy dough and gnawed at
it. Walker put the wine down heavily and
moved back to the living room entrance. He
stared at Jackie, beginning to feel a little
dizzy.
She was reading a poem in the husky
breathless voice she nurtured just for reading
poetry. When she finished she smiled at each
of her friends and glanced quickly at Walker
who stood waving at her. After the glance she
ignored him. The circle began talking.
Walker no longer heard their words, could no
longer distinguish their meanings and
walked back into the kitchen.
He lifted the wine bottle and put its thick
glass lips to his own, tipping its bulbed bottom up, pouring into his mouth ten full gulps.
He had difficulty swallowing. As he choked
down his last gulp he felt a surge backing up
in his stomach. He lost his balance, and
dropped the bottle to the linoleum. Some of
the wine spilled but the bottle hadn't broken.
The surge came again, stronger this time and
he ran for the bathroom, kicking the bottle.
He sat on the toilet shaking, wanting to
vomit. He jammed a finger down his throat
but nothing happened. He gripped the sink,
hoping it would steady him and squeezed

until he could see the blue tubing of his veins.
Sweat speckled his forehead. He took off his
shirt and loosened his belt. In a few seconds
he had stripped down to his underwear and
rocked back and forth on the toilet seat listening to the radiator.
Walker though that if he were forced to concentrate he would calm down. He turned on
the cold water faucet and dipped his shirt in to
mop his face. There was a fresh razor blade in
the medicine cabinet. He took it out and unwrapped the tissue from the Chromium edge.
Upon lifting his feet he realized his warts
were almost gone. Breathing deeply, he began to pare away the toughened skin. At first
his cuts were even but his stomach surged
again and the blade began riding up an
down, slicing his feet and toes before he had a
chance to pull the edge away.
"Jackie. Jackie." He began to call as loud as
he could. No one answered. Walker cried. He
wanted to vomit and couldn't. He slumped td
the floor watching his foot bleed. "Jackie," he
called again. At that moment he began
laugh, rolling with the shaking in his stom
ach. It stopped and Walker stood up. He tri
to pull on his pants, When he got them over
his wet legs, he looked for the zipper an
discovered he had put them on backwards. He
took them off. He put his shirt on inside out. It
was sopping wet in the back, but Walker hard·
ly noticed and after several minutes of strug·
gling, he had managed to force his pants on
correctly. He left his socks in a small pile by
the door and stuck his sneakers in his back
pockets. When he walked out of the bathroom
he smiled and began whistling, walking on
the tips of his toes. He walked through the
kitchen and into the living room where he
nodded to Jackie and her half circle and dis·
appeared into the bedroom, covering his feel
with two pairs of white socks. After lacing hie
sneakers he walked out of the apartment fol·
lowing a small trail of red into the breeze thai
felt warmer than it actually was. The wine in
Walker's belly swayed back and forth, poking
at his sides, trying to get out.
Several more poems were read. Jackie sal
forward and held the hands of the women
sitting around her.
"It's so nice that you all came tonight
Thank you," she said and she smiled beauti·
fully at their faces. The six women patted her
on the head.
"It's nice to get together."
Jackie stood. "I think we can eat now," she
said and walked into the kitchen. She lifted
the wine bottle from the floor, washed off the
mouth under the faucet, and set it on the table.
It was a little chilly in the kitchen. She closed
the apartment door and went to the oven. Her
friends joined her and together they sat down
~e~.

I

Speck
birds now sing a tall song
and wind lets out the sun,
clouds remove all colorso time plays in trees
my love grows more green.
light plays its games
conductor of what birds sing,
an orchestra including frogs
tugs my eyes from the ground.
a crowd of bugs
replaces the fog risen
from the valley of this pond,
and the tickle of your fingersbut even in your absence
I hear you whisper singly
slap a fly on my wrist.

Clay Debevoise

Night Skate

Hunter, pulling on skate strings, looks out
over the black ice. The pond is lit by two
floodlights , gripping coldly onto firs , leaning
a splash of round light over the ice. Still it
lookds black and Hunter's breath comes as
white fog, clouding the laces and the skates
he hasn't used for a year at least. Two maybe,
and back to prep school. His fingers have lost
the toughness; strings bite in the night air.
Stars overhead, through the firs, assuring a
freezing cold. The dirt bank is hard as rock,
and tugging, Hunter has time to think. Skating, he can move away from thoughts. Now he
moves to his right foot.
It went so damn well. Smooth. The parents
arranged everything. He remembered the
warm look at the front door. His mother and
hers. That initial glance hanging through
dinner, the quietly disguised smile over wine.
His mother and the table shine.
Joy had entered smiling so easily, hair cut
like her mother's and under the coat (handed
away) she stretched her youth out toward
him. On top of that familiar beige carpet, the
thrill of a green glow.
Backstage he realized he was at stake
somehow, but beers (mulled and gulped) even
warmed him to the thought, thoughts of sinking to his mother's whims, for a while ...

by Aaron Thomas

At dinner it was Hunter's dim acceptance
next to cool anticipation. Joy's arm was bare,
from the shoulder all the way down. Realizations over wined chicken that he could smell
her, next to him, on his right. Food slipped by
unnoticed; wine grabbed his attention, settling him in the smooth sociability of the table.
Joy, he sipped. Joy.
Over a space and then she was gone. The
care at the back of her smile. Redness of cheek
had escaped and Hunter's pillow supported a
long wine-wonder at it all.
And act two. A shot of whiskey upstairs and
toothpaste in the bathroom. The cotillion, and
of course she was there. In a mother's master
plan, she'd be there. The head of brown hair
seeking him out, his tux a tension at the waist, perfume smells aiming for subtlety. Hunter was swamped. His dumb smile would not
leave him; preppies from home watched. The
great crystal hall, sailing chandelier-light
down on those lucky chosen, privileged .. .
Phew, and another burst of steam. It is cold.
Hunter's fingers have stiffened, but skates
feel tight. So cold he might retreat, but there
is the first step on ice, a slip, the right skate
behind and out he slides. His face feels burnt
already, not by wind- it isn't windy. It's the
chill of stars, the clear winter night sinking
in. He must move. Two thick strides and he 's
out on the pond, moving. Through the spotlight, shooting over black ice and the cold has
reached his lungs. His arms start their swing,
the moment is reached where legs reach for
more, more muscle effort, the plateau of
breath. Hunter has circled once and is breathing hard, leaning on momentum, is tired
suddenly, down at the sick base of his stomach tired, and his chest grabs growing
hunks of air. Something to still the pain, air
searing in and out, something, and there it is,
(through the dip of light and out into blackness), his mind will turn away. Off of the
panic, off of the pain, out sliding past the
night.
Joy again. A presence notunpleasantthose
next few mornings. Two days of simmer
gently. Call her, his mother said one evening,
and he did. There were phone calls (the newness of a wire voice) and finally , inevitably,
(ask her, his mother had ordered) there were

dates. She was a date. Joy was his date. The
agony of a stomach bubbling through the
fourth act, balanced by the boost of watching
others watch him. Joy was pretty and could
fiing her eyes down with the best of them.
Hunter stood with oak force next to her, unbending, solid. Hunter was her date. It was
perfect. In the front seat at one, she leaned
over (parental lights and fall trees) and
kissed him, light on the lips. Perfect.
The ice not bad either, as Hunter runs on to
his second wind. Glare, in fact. Black glare.
There are white lines from his first few circuits and Hunter follows these, striding hard,
reaching for the muscle pain under this
thighs. He tastes the pain and reaches for new
spots. The ice unbelievably smooth as he
pumps, hair thrown back, eyes streaming.
His skates are sharp, carving new lines on
the old ones he is following. His mind dulls.
The Joy of lips, even a fragile brush, solidified things. Before he knew it he was looking
into a parental eye. A pair of eyes, and a nose
of accomplished, solid pores. Then the firm
handshake, smothering Hunter with accumulation as he glanced past, up the white stairway and wondered at (oh my god) the firm . He
stood in a hallway, the first opening of a home
whose driveway had scared him. Then the
roof and now a massive hand rached out,
grabbing him. His glance fell on the lips, the
niceties; he realized he was being thoroughly
inspected. His feet felt the rug sure beneath
bim. He would not drift away. It was dark red
greeting under them both. And Joy up the
stairs waiting (damn her) the proper
greeting-time, and then over the man's head,
(a large head, too large), appearing. The bannister of dark wood grabbing and releasing
her hand, as she smiled, descending.
Hunter is past physical thoughts. He is still
moving in long strides, the same long loops.
The grooved cricle over black ice, now more
and more familiar. He has the stars still, the
trees over the electric light; the cold is gone,
damp under a sweater. He will keep skating,
but wonders at what is missing. Nothing is
missing. Nothing should be missing. (Swish,
out of the light and onto the black, the crunch
of metal on ice.) Nothing, till (nose hunting
for air) he recalls the red burst of victory, the
shaking of male shoulders, the adrenalin
kick; all tucked in his happy jock past. That
buoyancy after a win, (air easier now as his
mind tails off the effort) and now what. First
warmth, but now . .. Joy is here, dammit, (cold
air firing on his ears, two hard strides) she's
here, back of me, here. And the electric flash
again -light dark light -what absence does
he feel, what does he want, skating alone at
night....
.
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No, no, from her face, the withdrawal of
shoulders. All settled on the rich flavors of a
night out. His brake had leaned them both
forward, tilted them into expectant silence.
Hers a look out the window, the front walk. A
silence she took up with one hand on his neck,
(never had it been a hand) urging theatrethoughts to life. Lights punched out, they
lapsed into shadow, (hints of street lights at
times) till he held her head in both hands, and
watched. The corduroy thigh offered and retrieved, a motion saying - not ... yet. Laying
it out at him like an architect's promise. The
warm red rinsing her face, caught even in
suburban dark. He drove out one-handed, lefthanded, patting vinyl with his right, tapping
to the new rhythms of a motive.
Hunter is still skating, pines ripping past.
He is no longer warm in his strides. His ears
are no longer with him. The lines he follows
are ruts. His face is frosted red, with breath
exploding in bursts and being left behind. His
lungs are hard at numb work. And through
the dips of light, the electricity, his thoughts
have cooled.
The pond, save for a white scrawl around its
edge, still sits and reflects the night. A black
ice reflection.
Suddenly, Hunter, out of breath, completely
out of breath, has thoughts tearing back into
him. Thoughts of a long fall , face down, gathering ice splinters. Not a slide, a horrible
tumble, battering his ears, shaving skin,
leaving blood, red over the white lines. A long
fall.
But a new wind blows and that too is forgotten. (Long, easy strides.) Hunter skates too
well for that. His ankles are too strong. He's
been skating too long. He can skate some
more.

dan nlver

the act of love
Steve Thomas
he speaks slowly the woman
likes his deliberateness it smacks
of the serious she says
two walk together almost
as easily as one lonely
lonely lonely i am
lonely he says
the evening itself continues
her eyes are wide
open his eyes are wide
open the process flourishes
he says life
is a sweatshirt
graceless and warm fill
it as you will it is always
of its own cloth
i know they're not objects
she says
but when i look at them
they do excite me
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The Brush, with or without Destiny
John Loewy Latz

Perfection is riding around
town one July in
the red hydrangea night
Her trail bike blows
a double high 'E' gasket
(chimed chromily to the song of screams)
Where she left me and when:
Climactic changes chasms in time
zones laugh epidemics.
Excuse me now (I sing):
When my baby done left
She took our bastard
Son, Mistakes, along.
You know, I can't be right now
Now I can't be wrong.
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